
INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) winters are periods of low to no 
funding by government agencies and the venture com-
munity. AI winters usually come when grand promises 
are made by researchers and startup founders to inter-
est government funding agencies and investors. Grand 

promises are made, funding is pro-
vided, and results delivered are less 
than stellar. New funding and in-
terest dry up and blow away. Rinse 
and repeat at a later date. Figure 1  
shows the various failures that led to  
AI winters in the last third of last 
century. That material is from Wiki-
pedia1 and redrawn here for your 
edification. The source1 provides the 
right amount of detail should you 
need more.

THE AI HYPE CYCLE
The AI hype cycle is shown in  

Figure 2. It starts with hype, which is defined as extrav-
agant or intensive publicity or promotion, according 
to the online Oxford Languages dictionary. In our case, 
with respect to AI, this starts with big researcher prom-
ises followed by press amplification of those promises. 
From industry, this all started with hiring people with 
the title “Evangelist,” which was the warning sign to us 
all that something was not quite right. Out of this, the 
AI hype cycle has historically ended with unrealistic 
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expectations being held and dis-
appointments to funders (research 
sponsors, venture capitalists, and 
corporate investments), with all of 
this resulting in funding cuts and 
researchers and investors abandon-
ing the area. So, all of us on the side-
lines are wondering, is there a large 

language model (LLM) or generative 
AI winter roaring toward us, or is 
something useful going to come out 
of all the noise?

WHAT ARE LLMS?
“Large language models (LLMs) are 
deep learning models that are pre-

trained on massive sets of data, some 
as large as 50 billion web pages. A core 
part of the LLM is a transformer model. 
A transformer model is a set of neural 
networks that consist of an encoder 
and decoder with self-attention capa-
bilities, meaning the models are capa-
ble of unsupervised training from the 

FIGURE 1. Early examples of periods of AI winters.1

FIGURE 2. The hype cycle.
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data fed them. The transformer models 
learn to understand the sentence, para-
graph, and complete article of the data 
presented. Transformers process entire 
sequences of data in parallel, meaning 
their computation can be performed on 
a GPU (graphics processing unit) dra-
matically reducing the training time 
for the LLM.”2,3,4 Note that the above 

paragraph is a rewrite and compression 
of the cited sources.2,3,4

WHAT IS GENERATIVE AI?
Fully pretrained LLMs are called foun-
dation models. Foundation models can 
then be specialized (built on top of) to 
create generative AI applications, ap-
plications that can generate new text, 

new images, new audio, language 
interpretations, and other new syn-
thetic items.5 The generative AI appli-
cations, usually shortened to just gen-
erative AI, that people have been most 
excited about are ChatGPT, DALL-E, 
and Midjourney.

ChatGPT lets you provide it text, and 
it will give you new text in response. For 

FIGURE 3. A turkey at the beach in Carmel by the Sea.

FIGURE 4. A turkey cooking dinner.

FIGURE 5. A turkey playing the accordion.

FIGURE 6. A turkey wearing a Mickey Mouse hat.
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example, almost all my friends that tried 
ChatGPT 3.5 first asked it to write their 
personal biography. When I did this, it 
was sort of accurate but had me dead at 
the end of the written bio. There were 
several mistakes in the bio, and there 
is no way anyone could ever really use 
the generated text. This changed with 
ChatGPT 4.0, and I did the same test and 

got a reasonably excellent generated bio 
back: I only modified one sentence, and 
that was more for style than anything 
factual. In a previous “Games” column,6 
I tried to hand ChatGPT 3.5 a full screen-
play, which it rejected, and had to settle 
for just a single scene from my favorite 
noir film, The Long Goodbye. ChatGPT 
3.5 gave me a new scene that seemed 

pretty reasonable for a scene in a noir 
film not yet made, but I did not provide 
ChatGPT 3.5 any guidance as to how that 
scene fit into the larger story of the com-
plete future film.

DALL-E7 and Midjourney8 let you 
provide their generative AI applica-
tions text that describes an image 
you would like created. I haven’t tried 

FIGURE 7. A turkey wearing a space helmet.

FIGURE 8. A turkey wearing a tool belt.

FIGURE 9. A turkey wearing running shoes.

FIGURE 10. A turkey working in a bank.
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DALL-E, but I have spent a lot of time 
playing with Midjourney. Let’s talk about 
that experience in the next section.

A MIDJOURNEY 
THANKSGIVING
One of the things to know about me 
is that when my wife decides to have 
a large dinner party, I get tasked with 
creating place cards for each person 
attending. I personalize these cards 
with respect to each person and with 
respect to the chosen theme for the 
dinner party. This year’s theme was 
“A Midjourney Thanksgiving.” Here is 
my list of very short texts provided 
to Midjourney:

 › a turkey at the beach in Carmel 
by the Sea

 › a turkey cooking dinner
 › a turkey playing an accordion
 › a turkey wearing a Mickey 

Mouse hat
 › a turkey wearing a space helmet
 › a turkey wearing a tool belt
 › a turkey with running shoes
 › a turkey working in a bank
 › happy Thanksgiving turkey 

apocalypse.

The pictures Midjourney created 
are shown in Figures 3–11. 

So, this is the artwork for each place 
card, and I would paste that onto a 
card individualized with the name of 
each person using Photoshop. So, we 
are just talking about Midjourney, so 
the individuals are not that important 
except that the topic chosen for each 
image was turkey plus something to 
do with their occupation or life. I did 
not tell Midjourney to use a particular 
art style, yet it seemed to create each of 
these with a similar style! Midjourney 
did not provide me a reference or credit 
for that art style.

Now, we know that Midjourney’s 
foundation model was trained by scrap-
ing imagery and text off of the Internet. 
And I did “a turkey wearing a Mickey 
Mouse hat” test to see if it would give 
me an image that would make Disney 
happy, and the turkey pics seem OK, but 

it gave me two Donald Duck pics: Don-
ald Duck is a cartoon character created 
by the Walt Disney Company! So, we 
have failed the Walt Disney test. How 
can we use generative AI without some 
way of assuring us and our attorneys 

that we are not going to get sued for 
copyright infringement? This is already 
an issue as the New York Times sues Mi-
crosoft and ChatGPT maker OpenAI.9 
Apple is taking a different path with ex-
ploring AI training data licensing with a 
variety of news publishers.10

So, what maybe really needs to 
be done is the user of a particular 

generative AI architecture doesn’t 
just use a training set built by scrap-
ing the Internet but rather is provided 
a tool that can scrape the internal art 
archives of the particular client. This 
means if Walt Disney wants to use 

generative AI to create new characters, 
then the training set built for the gener-
ative AI tool is made by scraping the art 
archives of Disney’s internal historical 
art productions instead of the Internet. 
I am not sure that is an option offered 
by anyone right now but maybe soon 
as issues of trademark and copyright 
become familiar to the tech industry.

FIGURE 11. Happy Thanksgiving turkey apocalypse.

Once we have all of the copyright and trademark 
issues resolved for generative AI, there is then 

the potential for a bright future in entertainment, 
especially for the games and film industries.
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GENERATIVE AI AND THE 
GAMES INDUSTRY
Once we have all of the copyright and 
trademark issues resolved for gener-
ative AI, there is then the potential 
for a bright future in entertainment, 
especially for the games and film 
industries. In the games and enter-
tainment industry, there is always 
a demand for concept art, and the 
technology embedded in generative 
AI looks quite interesting for rap-
idly producing concepts in near-real 
time while the development crew is 
still sitting around the discussion 
table. With respect to things beyond 
2D concepts, there are generative AI 
startups focused on creating 3D as-
sets and worlds rapidly.11 Generative 
AI has a great future for game char-
acters and nonplayer characters as 
well.11 We will see.

EVERYONE WANTS TO 
INVEST IN A GENERATIVE  
AI SUPERSTAR STARTUP
The number of friends of mine that have 
asked if I know anyone at Anthropic is 

quite large. Everyone seems to want 
to invest in a generative AI startup, 
and the word on the street is that is the 
one. Who knows? There is a large list of 
generative AI startups here.11 If some 
of the fundamental issues of copyright 
and trademark can be rectified, then 
maybe some of these startups will sail 
past the culling soon to come. And 
maybe, if all the beans line up, we will 
mostly miss another AI winter…
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COMMENTS?
If you have comments about this 

article, or topics or references I 

should have cited or you want to 

rant back to me on why what I say 

is nonsense, I want to hear. Every 

time we finish one of these col-

umns, and it goes to print, what 

I’m going to do is get it up online 

and maybe point to it at my Face-

book (mikezyda) and my LinkedIn 

(mikezyda) pages so that I can re-

ceive comments from you. Maybe 

we’ll react to some of those com-

ments in future columns or online 

to enlighten you in real time! This 

is the “Games” column. You have 

a wonderful day.
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